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Fronto-Centroparietal Circuit Correlates with Motor
Adaptation in Gait Training
Vahab Youssofzadeh, Damiano Zanotto, Member, IEEE, KongFatt Wong-Lin, Member, IEEE,
Sunil K. Agrawal, Senior Member, IEEE, and Girijesh Prasad, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—Lower-extremity robotic exoskeletons are used in
gait rehabilitation to achieve functional motor recovery. To date,
little is known about how gait training and post-training are
characterized in brain signals and their causal connectivity.
In this work, we used time-domain partial Granger causality
(PGC) analysis to elucidate the directed functional connectivity
of electroencephalogram (EEG) signals of healthy adults in robot-
assisted gait training (RAGT). Our results confirm the presence of
EEG rhythms and corticomuscular relationships during standing
and walking using spectral and coherence analyses. The PGC
analysis revealed enhanced connectivity close to sensorimotor
areas (C3 and CP4) during standing, whereas additional con-
nectivities involve the centroparietal (CPz) and frontal (Fz) areas
during walking with respect to standing. In addition, significant
fronto-centroparietal causal effects were found during both
training and post-training. Strong correlations were also found
between kinematic errors and fronto-centroparietal connectivity
during training and post-training. This study suggests fronto-
centroparietal connectivity as a potential neuromarker for motor
learning and adaptation in RAGT.
Index Terms—Active Leg Exoskeleton (ALEX II), connectiv-
ity analysis, electroencephalography, partial Granger causality,
robot-assisted gait training.
I. INTRODUCTION
AN important aim of combined robot-assisted gait trainingand electroencephalography (EEG)-based brain-machine
interface systems is to improve or regain motor function
in neurotrauma or stroke patients, with the help of active
gait exercises [1]. EEG has a crucial advantage of directly
measuring the neural activities with a sufficient temporal
resolution on the time scale of natural motor behavior [2].
Importantly, its portability allows it to be used in gait training
for better evaluation of the underlying dynamics of the signals,
both within (intra-stride) and across (inter-stride) gait cycles.
Several robot-assisted gait training studies have demon-
strated the role of the cerebral cortex in motor behavior during
steady-speed locomotion [3]–[12]. For instance, a task-related
suppression (event-related desynchronization, or ERD) of α/β
bands has been observed during active walking compared
to upright standing/passive walking [6], [8], [9] or during
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stepping movements compared to resting [13]. This ERD effect
can be changed due to gait cycle phases [6] or can be sustained
during active walking [8], [12]. In addition, an increase of low
θ (∼4 Hz) band oscillations has been reported during balance
control [14]. Modulations of high γ (70−90 Hz) and low γ
(24−40 Hz) rhythms in relation to gait cycle have also been
reported [8]. Further pieces of evidence have been provided
by multimodal data analyses. A significant coherence peak
between EEG and EMG signals has been observed at the
vertex electrode (Cz) within the frequency band of 25−35 Hz
during walking [15] and within the frequency range of 15−30
Hz during feet tonic contraction [10], [16]. However, more in-
depth investigations are still needed to better characterize the
relationship between EEG and EMG during gait. In particular,
analysis of neural connectivity dynamical changes may shed
new light on this relationship.
Two recent RAGT studies have characterized neural con-
nectivity changes to understand the underlying mechanisms of
motor control, execution and recovery [4], [11]. Notably, in the
first work conditional Granger causality analysis was applied
to EEG signals of healthy subjects during standing and tread-
mill walking [4]. The independent component analysis (ICA)
and inverse source modelling revealed localized activities
adjacent to the anterior cingulate, posterior parietal, prefrontal
and sensorimotor areas. The authors hypothesized that stand-
ing is predominantly controlled by supraspinal mechanisms
whereas walking depends on spinal neural networks. The
analysis suggests connections involving sensorimotor channels
were stronger during standing than during walking, regardless
of cognitive tasks. However, the results did not completely
support the hypothesis. In the second work, structural equation
modelling was conducted for resting-state fMRI data where
diminished connectivity strength was found in both frontopari-
etal and primary motor networks for stroke survivors compared
to healthy subjects [11]. Together, these two recent works have
brought to light the problem regarding how gait training can
be characterized in terms of changes in brain signals and their
functional connectivity during human locomotion. However,
it is known that conditional Granger causality and structural
equation modelling do not take into account indirect (neural)
connectivity and external stimulus factors [17]. Moreover,
fMRI is known to have a poor temporal resolution as compared
to EEG or MEG data. Hence, a more advanced connectivity
measure of EEG data during human locomotion is needed for
better reliability and accuracy.
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In the present work, in line with our previous work [18], we
apply, on healthy participants, directed functional connectivity
techniques to elucidate the interactions among brain signals in
gait training with a lower-extremity exoskeleton. In particular,
we use partial Granger causality (PGC) that effectively miti-
gates confounding influences, especially those caused by hid-
den endogenous (e.g. recurrent connectivity) and exogenous
inputs (e.g. external stimulus influences) [19]. These unwanted
influences are detected and partly factored out, similar to
the partial correlation that removes the influence of known
unwanted variables via a correlation measure. However, PGC
can also mitigate the influence of unknown variables indirectly,
i.e. through their influence on the prediction error. Importantly,
PGC has been applied to neural activity signals (local field
potentials) from animal [19] and event-related potentials from
human [20], but not to the more challenging and noisy EEG
data during human locomotion.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A. Experimental setup
Six healthy male adults (age 26.5±6.5 years, weight
77.8±9.7 kg, height 1.79±0.04 m) with no history of major
lower limb injury and no known neurological or locomotor
deficit were trained in the ALEX II system (Active Leg
EXoskeleton [21], [22]) after providing informed consent.
The study protocol was approved by the local Institutional
Review Board, and each experiment involved a single visit
to our laboratory. Leg dominance was determined by asking
participants which leg they would use to kick a ball. The
robotic leg was then attached to the subject's dominant leg
(i.e., the right leg for all subjects), and the treadmill speed
was set to the subject's comfortable walking speed (0.87±0.15
m/s) as shown in Fig. 1A.
B. Protocol
The training paradigm consisted of ten walking bouts (Fig.
1B), each preceded by a standing condition: (1) a 10 min
bout of free treadmill walking without the robot; (2) a 5-min
baseline test where the robot was controlled in transparent
mode (i.e., nil interaction with the user); (3-6) four 10-min
training bouts, during which the subjects were asked to match
an altered footpath (the target template) derived from their
baseline footpath; (7-9) three 5-min bouts of post-training
tests, where the robot was controlled in transparent mode and
the subjects were asked to walk normally; (10) a 5-min bout
of free treadmill walking. Breaks (2-4 min) were included in
between subsequent bouts.
During each training bout, subjects received haptic guidance
(frequency 100%) and a visual guidance (activated in alternat-
ing minutes, frequency 50%)1 from the ALEX II. The haptic
1Extrinsic visual feedback typically promotes strong dependency, especially
if it is prescriptive, as in RAGT and if the task is relatively simple, as
is the case of gait training. Because dependency on extrinsic feedback is
detrimental for motor learning (Guidance Hypothesis, [23]), previous research
has developed techniques for mitigating dependency. Reduced frequency
feedback is one of these techniques [24]. The 50% value was chosen based on
past studies with ALEX [25]. Haptic feedback is less prone to dependency,
because it hinders processing of sensory afferences to a lesser extent than
vision. For this reason, haptic feedback was applied with 100% frequency.
guidance consisted of assistive forces exerted by the robot to
help the user's right foot follow the target footpath. The visual
guidance consisted of a computer screen located in front of the
user, showing a graphical representation of the target footpath
along with the current foot position.
The gait cycle was defined as the time interval between
successive heel-strikes of the right leg, as measured by
footswitches mounted on instrumented insoles. The baseline
footpath of each subject was derived from time-normalized
kinematic data, averaged over the last 30 sec of the baseline
session. The target footpath was computed by scaling down by
20% the baseline hip and knee joints trajectories, as described
in [25]. This method produces a shorter and shallower target
movement.
EEG data were collected at 512 Hz using a g.tec's
g.USBamp with 16 active scalp electrodes, in accordance with
the 10−20 international standard. The reference electrode was
linked to an earlobe and the signal quality of all channels
was continuously monitored during recording through visual
inspection. It is to be noted that active electrodes do not need
regular impedance check as they have an embedded amplifier
chip and can record good quality EEG signals even with very
high impedance (say, 500 kΩ). Prior to the onset of each bout,
baseline EEG was recorded for one minute as the subject stood
stationary on the treadmill. We treated this part of the data as a
benchmark for stability check. The causal influences obtained
from these data (during upright standing) were also used to
compare with those during treadmill walking.
EMG signals were recorded from six muscles of the right
leg: soleus (SL), gastrocnemius medialis, tibialis anterior, vas-
tus lateralis, rectus femoris and biceps femoris. Ag/AgCl dis-
posable surface electrodes with an inter-electrode distance of
20 mm were used. A wireless unit (Noraxon Inc., Scottsdale,
Arizona) connected to the robot controller board collected
EMG data at 1 kHz. Raw EMG signals were high-pass filtered
with a first-order analog filter (cutoff frequency 10 Hz) prior
to digital conversion.
C. Kinematic error
To quantify each participant's performance before and after
training, we computed the kinematic error using the position
sensors mounted on the robotic leg. We computed the error
stride-by-stride, as the deviation area between the target foot-
path and the movement actually performed by the subject's
ankle (i.e., the current footpath). To enable inter-subject com-
parisons, this value was divided by the area between the target
and baseline templates: This yielded the normalized error
area (NEA) [25]. A perfect matching of the target trajectory
resulted in NEA=0, a footpath close to the baseline footpath
resulted in NEA≈1 and further deviation from baseline re-
sulted in NEA>1. For each participant, we averaged the stride-
specific NEA values to give a representative value per each
walking bout.
D. EEG and EMG data analysis
The EEG signals were re-referenced to common average,
and band-pass filtered in the range of 0.5−40 Hz to purge
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Fig. 1. Gait training and behavioral data. (A) A participant walking on a treadmill with ALEX II attached to his right leg. The computer screen in front
of the participant was used to provide visual feedback of both the current footpath and the prescribed footpath. (B) Experimental protocol of gait training.
The total time was almost 112 minutes. (C-D) Normalized error area (NEA) obtained from subject 1 during third training (TR3) and third post-training test
(PT3). (E) Minute-by-minute NEA profiles for each of the 6 subjects during training and post-training test trials. NEA values below unity provide kinematic
evidence for motor adaptation.
unwanted ultra-low (close to DC) and high frequency noises.
The Infomax ICA [26] used to remove artifacts due to eye
movements, eye blinks and muscle activities. An average of
two independent components whose scalp maps were signif-
icantly high were eliminated, and the remaining components
were projected back onto the scalp channels and considered
as artifact-corrected EEG data. We selected 10 out of 16 EEG
electrodes, covering the most important brain areas involved
in locomotion: prefrontal (Fz), frontocentral (FC3, FCz, FC4),
motor (C3, Cz, C4) and centroparietal (CP3, CPz, CP4) [27].
The EMG signals were also filtered in the range 1−40 Hz. We
segmented both EMG and EEG data based on gait cycles (∼
1.2 sec). The segments that exceeded 90 percent of the signal
power of each EEG channel (100±15 µv) as well as those with
kurtosis greater than 3 standard deviations from the mean of
each EEG channel were rejected (‘peaky’ distribution) [14].
Overall, an average of 18% of segments across participants
was discarded.
We conducted a power spectrum density (PSD) analysis
by means of fast Fourier transform on both EEG and EMG
segments in standing and walking conditions and for ten
tasks separately. At each channel location, the average of
PSDs over all segments was computed. A pairwise coherence
analysis was performed to find the synchrony between 10
EEG channels and 6 EMG channels. To reduce the spectral
leakage, we computed the coherency for each segment using
a Hanning window with the length of 128 and 50 percent
overlap. We made no inference about the coherency between
EEG and EMG signals in low frequency bands, given that
the filter embedded in the recording system had cancelled
out the low frequencies (below 10 Hz). Compared to other
EMG channels, the SL showed the highest coherency peak
and was therefore analyzed in more detail (EMG-SL). Finally,
we performed a Wilcoxon signed rank test (p<0.05, FDR
corrected for multiple comparisons) on PSD and coherency
values across gait cycles (segments) to look for significant
differences between standing and walking conditions in four
frequency bands (δ, θ, α and γ).
To extract the causal effects, we divided the artifact-
corrected EEG data into intervals lasting approximately 5 sec
(almost 4 gait cycles), with 2 sec overlapping windows. The
windowing strategy can effectively reduce the probability of
spurious causal effects due to nonstationarity in EEG signals
[28]. Longer segments (e.g., L = 10 sec) led to better model
fitting, but they were frequently nonstationary. The 5-sec seg-
ments provided both local stationarity and rather satisfactory
model fitting. The segmentation yielded about 290 segments
during the first free walking and each of the four training
bouts, and 120 segments during the baseline, each of the three
post-training, and the second free walking bouts. To partly
overcome the nonstationarity and inter-segment variations,
the ensemble average was subtracted from segments and the
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segments were divided by the ensemble standard deviation
[28]. We used the entropy-based Levinson-Wiggins-Robinson
algorithm [29] to estimate the multivariate autoregressive
(MVAR) coefficients from each EEG segment, then computed
the optimal model order p (i.e., the number of time-lags) of a
MVAR model using both Akaikes (1973) information criterion
(AIC) and Schwarz's (1978) Bayesian information criterion
(BIC). We determined the optimal model order of the MVAR
process as the one that minimized the AIC and BIC in the
range of 1-20, corresponding to 9-170 ms. We used the PGC
method to extract the influences among the brain regions at the
scalp level. Fig. 2 shows the summarized vector autoregressive
representation of PGC of two assumed independent sources
Xt and Yt that are influenced by latent variables (L1 and
L2), exogenous inputs (E1 and E2), and the modulatory
factor (driven by series Zt). Under the PGC assumption, the
corresponding residual error of two confounding factors εt (E:
exogenous) and BLεL (L: latent) along with residual error εt
can be incorporated into a MVAR representation, where BL is
a polynomial matrix of appropriate lag operator L related to
latent input and depends on its history. The causal influence
of FY→X|Z is computed as the log-ratio of the variance
of residual errors in the restricted model to that in the full
model, considering the covariance term to control the indirect
interactions.
To confirm the validity of the regression model, Ding's
consistency [28] and Durbin-Watson (whiteness) [30] tests
were employed. The consistency test indicates the correlation
between estimated and evaluated data, whereas the whiteness
test shows how well the variance in the data has been ac-
counted for by the model. To obtain the confidence intervals
of GC effects, we performed a bootstrap resampling test [31]
with 1000 samples and Bonferroni correction at a significance
level α = 0.05. We computed the average of estimated
source (outgoing) and sink (incoming) causal influences for
each electrode location i.e. GC power, normalized them by
standard deviation due to multiple subjects i.e., normalized
GC power, and projected them on a topological map overlaid
by significant GCs. Note that the (normalized) GC power
represent the scalp activity patterns (average of influx and
outflux at a particular channel area) whereas GC values
indicate the propagation of signal flow from one channel to
another (see black arrows in Figs. 4 and 6). Similar to PSD and
coherence analyses, we performed the same FDR corrected
Wilcoxon signed rank test on GC values to look for significant
differences between standing and walking conditions.
EEG data pre-processing and data visualization (scalp
maps) were performed in MATLAB using EEGLab 9.0.4b
(sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab) and the causal effects were ex-
tracted using multivariate granger causality toolbox 2.9 (sus-
sex.ac.uk/sackler/mvgc). Kinematic error was analyzed using
custom MATLAB scripts.
III. RESULTS
A. Individual differences in motor adaptation
Figs.1C-D show the kinematic error corresponding to the
third training and third post-training bouts from subject 1,
who showed the best retention of the target movement. We
quantified the deviations from the target footpath by means of
the normalized error area (NEA). Fig.1E exhibits the minute-
by-minute NEA across the training and post-training bouts,
for each participant. We considered the set of strides that
occurred in each minute, and computed mean (solid lines)
and standard deviation (shaded areas) of the NEA values
corresponding to those strides. NEA values below the unitary
value (i.e., the baseline NEA) indicate motor adaptation.
During training, assistive forces exerted by the robot and visual
feedback helped subjects reduce the deviation from the target
footpath. During post-training, when the robot provided no
assistance or feedback, the footpaths of subjects 1-3 remained
relatively close to the target, indicating motor adaptation. This
adaptation, however, was not clear in the other three subjects
(4-6). In Fig. 5, we specifically investigate the correlation
between kinematic error and the connectivity strength of the
fronto-centroparietal scalp network. The subjects’ behavioral
differences are further discussed in Section IV.
B. Enhanced 30 Hz oscillations during walking compared to
standing
The group average PSD across subjects disclosed significant
changes mainly at central brain site (e.g. Cz as shown in Fig.
3) in three frequency bands; α band (8-12 Hz), θ band (4 Hz)
and γ band (30 Hz) during walking versus standing (Fig. 3A,
black vs. gray lines). However, the PSDs of EMG-SL signals
revealed a significant increase in the 30 Hz oscillations only,
especially in TR3 and PT3 (Fig. 3A, dark blue vs. light blue
lines). In addition, the EEG-EMG coherence analysis yielded
significant peak differences between walking and standing at
the frequency range close to 30 Hz (Fig. 3B, red vs. orange
lines). The PSD and coherency analyses for each participant
(shown in Table I) were consistent with the group results in
Fig. 3, indicating significant changes in delta, θ, α, and γ
bands during TR3 and PT3. In the coherency analysis, only the
frequency responses close to 30 Hz showed significant changes
among conditions, as reported in the Table I and shown in Fig.
3.
C. Fronto-Centroparietal GC is highly correlated with kine-
matic error
PGC analysis was conducted on EEG segments from the 6
healthy participants. The average order of the MVAR model
was 17.2±1.9, the average of white segments was 84.5±6.4%,
and the average consistency test was 80.3±8.4%. The PGC
analysis of individuals during walking (Fig. 4) consistently
revealed appreciable causal influences in four channels: the
left and right sensorimotor (C3 and C4), the right centroparietal
(CP4), and the frontal (Fz) channels. During free walking
and baseline bouts, causal effects were found at C3 and CP4
channels, consistently across participants. However, during
training bouts (from PT1 to TR4), an overall increase of
causal effects in non-sensorimotor channels was also found,
particularly in the Fz channel. This increase was more evident
in centroparietal channels (e.g. CP4) during post-training test
bouts (from PT1 to PT3). Consistent with group results, the
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Fig. 2. The vector autoregressive representation of PGC analysis. PGC measure takes into account all (direct, indirect and unknown) effects (partial comparison).
The effect of another source, exogenous input and latent variables are symbolised by Z, E, and L, respectively.
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Fig. 3. PSD and coherence analyses of EEG data at Cz channel and EMG data from Soleus muscle during locomotion. (A) Group PSD analysis of EEG
and EMG-SL data obtained from five different tasks, including first free walking (robot not attached), baseline (transparent mode, i.e., the robotic leg was
attached, but exerted nil forces on the subject's leg), training (with assistive forces and visual feedback), post-training test (transparent mode) and second free
walking (robot not attached). Each bout included upright standing (1 minute recording) followed by walking (5 or 10 minutes). The PSDs of EEG signals
revealed an increased α-band (8-12 Hz) and and θ-band (4-7 Hz) power in standing and walking bouts and increased low γ-band (25-35 Hz) power in walking
only (black vs. gray). The PSDs of EMG-SL signals revealed a significant (p < 0.05 FDR corrected signed-rank sum test) increase of power in the higher
frequencies (25-35 Hz) during walking only (dark blue vs. light blue) (B) EEG-EMG coherence analysis identified a maximal peak occurring at ∼30 Hz
during walking condition.
PGC analysis for single individuals given in Table II revealed
significant increase of CPz→Fz during TR3 and Fz→CPz
during PT3.
Next, we investigated the possible interactions between
behavioral performance and GC estimates. We chose the
fronto-centroparietal causal effect (Fz↔CPz) due to its major
alterations observed during TR3 and PT3, see Fig. 4. We
computed the Pearson’s (linear) correlation coefficient of the
NEAs with three possible combinations of causal effects: uni-
directional centroparietal-to-frontal (CPz→Fz), unidirectional
frontal-to-centroparietal (Fz→CPz) and the average of these
two (Fz↔CPz). First, the correlation between NEAs and
CPz→Fz revealed relatively high values rP = −0.76 (p =
0.07) and −0.79 (p = 0.059) for third training bouts (TR3)
and post-training test (PT3), respectively (Fig. 5A). This high
correlation indicated that the subjects with better performances
(i.e., the first three subjects) led to higher CPz→ Fz causal
effect with stronger influences during the post-training test
than training. The second correlation between the NEAs and
Fz→CPz causal effect yielded the weakest correlation for
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Fig. 4. Functional scalp maps obtained from PGC analysis of six healthy
subjects during 10 walking bouts, consisting of first free walking (1), baseline
(2), 1st-4th training (3-6), 1st-3rd post-training test (7-9), and second free
walking (10). The GC magnitudes, i.e., the average outgoing and incoming
causal effects, are projected on EEG scalp maps where significant GC
directions are also overlaid. The black arrows indicate the direction of effect,
whereas strength is given in the label at the end of each arrow. For example,
a significant causal effect was found from C3 to CP4 during 1st free walking
with a value of 0.6. For illustration, the significant GCs on scalp maps are
overlaid only for 1st free walking, baseline, 3rd training, 3rd post-training
and 2nd free walking bouts. The results indicate a consistent pattern of GCs
across subjects: localized causal effects in bilateral sensorimotor areas (C3 and
C4) during the 1st and 2nd free walking and baseline bouts, an increase of
connectivity couplings in frontal channel over the training and an increase of
connectivity couplings in fronto-centroparietal channel over the post-training
bouts. The mentioned changes were more obvious in the first three subjects,
which was consistent with their performances shown in Fig. 1E.
TABLE I
SIGNIFICANT CHANGE ON THE DIFFERENCE IN PSD AND COHERENCE
BETWEEN WALKING AND STANDING.
Data 
freq. 
band 
(Hz) 
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 
PSD (EEG, TR1 vs. standing) δ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ 
“ θ ns+ + ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ 
“ α - - - - ns- - 
“ γ ns+ + ns+ ns+ + + 
PSD (EMG-SL, TR1 vs. standing) γ ns+ ns+ + ns+ ns+ ns+ 
Coh. (EEG, EMG) γ ns+ ns+ + ns+ + + 
PSD (EEG, TR2 vs. standing) δ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ 
“ θ + + ns+ + ns+ ns+ 
“ α - - - - - - 
“ γ ns+ + ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ 
PSD (EMG-SL, TR2 vs. standing) γ + ns+ + ns+ + ns+ 
Coh. (EEG, EMG) γ + + + ns+ ns+ ns+ 
PSD (EEG, TR3  vs. standing ) δ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ 
“ θ ns+ + ns+ + + + 
“ α - - - ns- ns- - 
“ γ + ns+ + + + + 
PSD (EMG-SL, TR3 vs. standing) γ + + + ns+ + ns+ 
Coh. (EEG, EMG) γ + + + ns+ + ns+ 
PSD (EEG, TR4 vs. standing) δ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ 
“ θ + ns+ + ns+ ns+ ns+ 
“ α - - - - ns- - 
“ γ ns+ + ns+ + ns- ns+ 
PSD (EMG-SL, TR4 vs. standing) γ + + + ns+ + ns- 
Coh. (EEG, EMG) γ ns+ + + ns+ ns+ ns+ 
PSD (EEG, PT1 vs. standing) δ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ 
“ θ + ns+ ns+ + ns+ + 
“ α - ns- ns- - - ns+ 
“ γ ns+ ns+ + ns+ ns+ ns+ 
PSD (EMG-SL, PT1 vs. standing) γ ns+ + ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ 
Coh. (EEG, EMG) γ ns+ + ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ 
PSD (EEG, PT2 vs. standing) δ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ 
“ θ + ns+ ns+ + ns+ + 
“ α - - - ns- ns- ns- 
“ γ + ns+ + ns+ + + 
PSD (EMG-SL, PT2 vs. standing) γ ns+ + ns+ ns+ ns- ns+ 
Coh. (EEG, EMG) γ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ ns- ns+ 
PSD (EEG, PT3 vs. standing) δ ns+ + ns+ ns+ ns+ ns+ 
“ θ + + ns+ + ns+ ns+ 
“ α - - - - - - 
“ γ + + + ns+ ns+ + 
PSD (EMG-SL, PT3 vs. standing) γ + ns+ ns+ + ns+ ns+ 
Coh. (EEG, EMG) γ + + + + ns+ ns+ 
The ‘+’ / ‘-’ indicate p < 0.05 FDR corrected significant increase/decrease of PSD or coherence during 
walking versus standing sessions. The ‘ns+/-’ indicates non-significant increase/decrease. δ~1-4, θ~4-7, 
α~8-12, γ ~25-35 Hz. 
TABLE II
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN PGC BETWEEN WALKING AND STANDING
DURING FOUR TRAINING AND THREE POST-TRAINING TASKS.
Task Causal effect S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 
TR1 vs. standing CPz→Fz /Fz→CPz ns+/ns- ns+/ns+ ns+/ns- ns-/ns- ns+/ns+ ns+/ns- 
TR2 vs. standing “ ns+/ns+ ns+/ns- +/ns+ ns+/ns+ ns+/ns+ ns+/ns+ 
TR3 vs. standing “ +/+ +/+ +/+ ns+/+ +/ns+ +/ns+ 
TR4 vs. standing “ +/ns+ +/ns+ +/+ ns+/ns+ ns+/ns+ +/ns- 
PT1 vs. standing “ ns+/+ ns-/ns+ ns-/ns+ ns-/ns+ ns-/ns+ ns+/ns+ 
PT2 vs. standing “ +/ns+ ns+/ns+ ns+/+ ns+/ns+ ns+/ ns+ ns+/ns- 
PT3 vs. standing “ +/+ +/+ +/+ ns-/+ ns+/+ ns+/+ 
The ‘+’ indicates significant (p < 0.05, FDR corrected) increase of GC values during 
walking with respect to standing and ‘ns+/-’ indicates non-significant increase/decrease. 
training rP = −0.11 (p = 0.85) and rather high correlation
rP = −0.65 (p = 0.15) for post-training test (Fig. 5B),
suggesting Fz→CPz influences are more associated with the
post-training test than training. Finally, we found a significant
correlation, rP = −0.81 (p = 0.047), between NEAs and
Fz↔CPz for post-training test, whereas no significant cor-
relation was found for the same correlation during training,
rP = −0.57 (p = 0.34) as in Fig. 5C. The summarized results
in Fig. 5D suggest that the highest (negative) correlation can be
obtained by incorporating the CPz→Fz effect for training and
Fz↔CPz effect for post-training test. As there seemed to be
some monotonic trends in the data, we also conducted further
correlation analyses using the Spearman test (rS) and found
relatively higher correlation between NEAs and causal effects
(Fig. 5E). Similarly, the highest correlations for training and
post-training test were obtained using CPz→Fz (rS = −0.82,
p = 0.05) and Fz↔CPz (rS = −0.94, p = 0.01), respectively.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have used time-domain PGC to elucidate the cross-bout
information of directed causal connectivity changes through
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Fig. 5. Correlation between kinematic errors (or NEAs) and connectivity
strength of fronto-centroparietal network during training and post-training
bouts for six healthy subjects. Correlation between error and the strength
of (A) centroparietal-to-frontal causal effect (CPz→Fz), (B) frontal-to-
centroparietal causal effect (Fz→CPz), (C) average of CPz→Fz and Fz→CPz
(i.e. Fz↔CPz) causal effects during third training and third post-training bouts.
(D-E) Group Pearson and Spearman correlation results accompanied with the
p-value significance values for each bout, respectively. Star symbols show that
the correlation between NEAs and GCs are statistically significant (p < 0.05).
The green and blue lines represent the linear regression between GCs and
NEAs for training and post-training test, respectively.
EEG signals in healthy participants during upright standing
and treadmill walking in a robotic brace. To complement the
PGC analysis and to search for potential cross talk between
muscular and cortical electrical activities, we carried out PSD
and coherence analyses of EEG (mainly at Cz channel) and
EMG-SL signals. Our analysis yielded five major findings.
First, PSD analysis showed an increase of α rhythm during
standing and θ and γ rhythms during active walking. Second,
EEG-EMG coherence analysis suggested a strong corticomus-
cular interplay at 30 Hz during walking. Third, the PGC
analysis demonstrated the modulation of cortical activities dur-
ing gait training bouts. It also disclosed distinguished causal
effects close to the sensorimotor channels during standing and
close to both sensorimotor and non-sensorimotor (particularly
frontal and centroparietal) channels during walking. Fourth,
the connectivity strength differences between walking and
standing suggested that the frontal channel is more involved
during walking than in standing. Fifth, and most importantly,
we found strong correlations between kinematic errors and
fronto-centroparietal connectivity strengths, especially during
the post-training bouts. This finding could potentially be used
to help indicate the level of motor learning and adaptation.
In fact, these areas are known to be involved in sensorimotor
learning, perceptual decision-making and “top-down” cogni-
tive control [32], [33].
Fig. 1E illustrates the effect of robotic assistance on the
subjects’ footpath. We found low NEA values during training,
and relatively higher NEA values during the post-training
tests. Indeed, during training the robot applied assistive forces
perpendicular to the target template and directed towards
the template to help subjects match the target movement.
These forces were null within a 10 mm-wide tunnel built
around the target template, whereas beyond this tunnel their
magnitude increased quadratically with the distance from the
target template. Such assistance was not in place during the
post-training tests. In the post-training tests there was a clear
difference between the first three and the last three participants.
Subjects 1, 2 and 3 showed retention of the target footpath,
their NEA being below unity during all the post-training bouts.
Conversely, the footpaths of subjects 4, 5, 6 after training
deviated from the target template even further than their
baseline footpath, as suggested by NEA values being greater
than unity. The post-training differences in the NEA values
between well- and poorly adapted subjects were substantially
high. Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that subjects
who focused the most on the task (i.e., subjects 1-3 who
showed higher neural activity and connectivity strengths) had
lower kinematic errors. Previous literatures have shown a
strong correlation of functional couplings in frontal, central
and parietal brain cortical areas with levels of mental fatigue
[34]. Weakening in the strength of EEG-EMG coherency in
γ (35−50 Hz) /β (15−35 Hz) frequency band due to the
same effect has also been reported [35], [36]. Consistently,
the within group PGC analysis in Table II yielded a significant
fronto-centroparietal causal effect mainly in participants with
better performances (subject 1-3). Moreover, adaptation after
attentional lapses has been shown to be linked to parieto-
occipital α power and parieto-occipitalfrontal α synchroniza-
tion [37]. The within subjects PSD and coherency analysis
in Table I revealed significant changes of α band mainly in
participants with better performances.
From PSD analysis of EEG segments, we have found power
rises in the α band (10 Hz) and low θ band (4 Hz) power
during standing and walking, respectively (Fig. 3A). The
power rise in α band power was expected, since subjects were
more in the static motor state while standing. These results
are in agreement with identified ERD effect (α suppression)
in previous works [6], [9], [38] and increased θ oscillations
during balance control [14]. Our coherence analysis suggested
a high corticomuscular interplay at 30 Hz during walking (Fig.
3B). This can be related to a higher level of induced rhythmic
cortical activity, i.e. a synchronization between an active
muscle and cortical (central) channels via the corticospinal
tract, during active walking compared to standing. Our analysis
is also consistent with that of Petersen et al. [15], who reported
a peak synchrony between EEG and EMG signals at the vertex
electrode (Cz) within the frequency band of 25−35 Hz.
The estimated causal interactions from individual subjects
during upright standing showed a largely symmetrical pattern
over bilateral sensorimotor channels (Fig. 4). These influences
were more widespread in the right side compared to the left
side, where they were relatively more localized (Figs. 6A-B).
This was also noticed in the first and second free walking
and baseline walking bouts, where they exhibited pronounced
causal effects in C3, C4 and CP4 channels, clearly due to
motor activity, given the null or minimal impedance exerted
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Fig. 6. Functional scalp maps obtained from group PGC analysis of six subjects during standing and walking. Group PGC analysis of (A) upright standing,
(B) active walking, and (C) subtraction of standing from walking. The GC magnitudes, i.e., the average outgoing and incoming causal effects, are projected
on EEG scalp maps where significant GC directions (p < 0.05 FDR corrected) are also overlaid. The stars indicate the regions where we found significant
changes in GC power between walking and standing conditions.
by the robotic leg in these bouts [39]. Analogous localized
effects were observed in the second free walking, but with
additional influences in the frontal area (Cz channel), possibly
due to persistent motor adaptation effects. For training and
post-training bouts, the estimated GCs evidenced spreading
of interactions in non-sensorimotor areas (right centroparietal
CP4 and frontal Fz) during active walking. This is consistent
with the recent work by Bulea et al. [12], reporting enhanced
activations in frontal and parietal cortical areas during active
compared to passive treadmill walking. Interestingly, we found
significant CPz→Fz and Fz→CPz causal effects during training
and post-training with respect to their (baseline) standing
conditions, Figs. 6A-B. Moreover, the connectivity strength
differences between walking and standing revealed a strong
frontal effect (Fig. 6C). This was possibly due to the higher
demand of attentional and balance control processes during
active walking compared to upright standing.
As shown in Figs. 6B and 4, PGC analysis evidenced
pronounced GC power in the Fz during training, and in the
CPz during post-training with respect to other scalp regions.
The stronger GC power in the Fz during training bouts were
possibly due to the experimental protocol, which included
visual and haptic feedback. This might have induced combined
visuospatial processing and “top-down” attentional effects [1].
Indeed, the visual feedback provided during training required
sustained attention to the mismatch between the prescribed
footpath and the current foot position (frontal cortex), along
with visuospatial processing to convert the abstract represen-
tation of the foot motion displayed in front of the subject to
useful spatial information (parietal cortex) [40]. In contrast to
training, the dominance of GC power in CPz during the post-
training bouts were probably caused by adaptation and balance
control to account for sudden removal of the constraining
robotic force [14]. Furthermore, the more intense causal effects
in the left hemisphere were probably related to the robotic
device being unilateral. Since the ALEX II was attached to
the right leg, increased effects might have been induced in
the contralateral (left) side of the brain (see Figs. 4 and
6B). Interestingly, the causal effects in the fronto-parietal
network has been suggested as an indicator of the level of
deficit in stroke patients during top-down processes [11]. To
check for this hypothesis, we have examined the correlation
between a behavioral metric, i.e., the kinematic error, and the
strength of coupling between the frontal and centroparietal
scalp channels (Fig. 5). Surprisingly, by testing three different
combinations we found high negative correlations between the
strength of CPz→Fz causal effect during training and Fz↔CPz
coupling strengths during post-training, suggesting that those
can potentially be considered as indicators of the level of
motor recovery and neurofeedback-based adaptation in stroke
patients.
The connectivity strength differences between walking and
standing across seven bouts have unanimously singled out the
involvement of the frontal channel during walking (Fig. 6C).
This may perhaps be related to the anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC), which is believed to be responsible for error detection
and correction, conflict monitoring and attention [41], [42].
Consistently, the strength of causal effects of the frontal chan-
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nel with respect to other scalp channels was maximal during
training in our study (see Fig. 6B). Furthermore, locomotion or
motor task studies involving EEG or fMRI have demonstrated
the involvement of ACC in monitoring postural stability, error
detection and attentional processes related to self-monitored
movement [4], [5], [43].
Applying PGC to low-density EEG signals has allowed us
to effectively quantify the cortical contributions to RAGT in
healthy subjects. This has potential applications for real-time
neurofeedback during neurorehabilitation of clinical popula-
tions with lower limb disabilities, such as stroke patients.
In future work, this approach can be further validated by
using a larger sample size, high-density and longer duration
of recording, and more detailed analysis. In particular, the
linearly mixed (correlated) noise due to volume conduction
is also a challenging problem for scalp-based GC analysis.
Results have shown that classical methods such as ICA decom-
position [44], source localization [45] or spatial filtering [46],
[47] can partially solve the issue. Recently, Vinck et al. [48]
demonstrated that excluding strong instantaneous influences
(zero-lag coefficients) in the MVAR model can effectively
prevent false positives or spurious results. The suggested
technique was tested on two relatively simple GC measures,
phase slope index and reversed Granger testing. Nevertheless,
in our work, additive noises were accounted for by latent and
exogenous contributions. Combining this strategy with PGC
could be an interesting topic for future work.
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